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Abstract
An increasing number of papers have been addressing issues related to low-resource languages and the transcription bottleneck paradigm. After several years spent in Northern Australia, where some of the strongest Aboriginal languages are spoken, we could observe a gap between the motivations depicted in research contributions in this space and the Northern Australian context. In this paper, we address this gap in research by exploring the potential of speech recognition in an Aboriginal community. We describe our work from training a spoken term detection system to its implementation in an activity with Aboriginal participants. We report here on one side how speech recognition technologies can find their place in an Aboriginal context and, on the other, methodological paths that allowed us to reach better comprehension and engagement from Aboriginal participants.

1 Introduction
A consistent theme in recent NLP research has been doing more with less (Wiesner et al., 2022; Gao et al., 2021; Baevski et al., 2021; Schneider et al., 2019; Menon et al., 2019). It is popular to describe new pipelines to solve a wide range of tasks for under-resourced languages (Godard et al., 2018; Anastasopoulos et al., 2018; Settle et al., 2017; Mitra et al., 2016; Lane and Bird, 2019). However, the motivations behind the design of a computational method are not systematically well justified according to the needs of the target speech communities.

The category of under-resourced languages encompasses a wide range of contexts, not simply in terms of the quantity of data available but also in terms of local speech communities’ sociolinguistic and political situation (Bird, 2022). Often, the focus has been to generalise a given method across languages, where the proposed system is at the core of the argument instead of the benefits that it could have for the speakers. We could ask whether the same language technology would be equally applicable to Marathi, spoken by millions in a major metropolis, and Miriwoong, with only a few elderly speakers in a remote Australian Aboriginal community (cf. Kuhn, 2022).

Universal solutions dominate NLP: research and results are often provided without taking into account the global situation of the languages involved or the views of the speech communities about the preservation of their language. Instead, it is common to assert that an improvement in Word Error Rate yielded by a given speech recognition system is the answer to the transcription bottleneck and, therefore, the problem of scaling up language documentation (van Esch et al., 2019; Foley et al., 2018).

Most of the world’s languages are primarily oral (Ong, 1982; Walsh and Yallop, 1993). Writing is often not a priority, and very few people are skilled in transcribing their language. Written resources often only exist in limited spaces where there is a collaboration between westerners and local communities, such as schools, ranger programs, tourism, and academia. In such cases, writing would seem to primarily serve institutional agendas (cf. Dobrin et al., 2009; Perley, 2012; Nevins, 2013). Accordingly, we must ask ourselves to what extent automatic transcription technologies have a place in research that respects local self-determination. Bird (2022) calls for a local turn, for the need to work with local speech communities from the ground up. In other words, outsiders who enter communities with their expertise need to begin with local concerns and local knowledge practices, and only later begin to explore ways in which language technologies can be added into the mix. For example, a local person might want non-indigenous colleagues to learn and use the local language, rather than assuming that all work is conducted in English. We have found that such an approach enlarges the opportunities...
for collaboration, while simultaneously generating language resources.

This paper extends our previous work on collaborative transcription (Le Ferrand et al., 2022), where the language documentation pipeline we designed failed. We were confronted with different ways of knowing and different expectations in terms of language work. In this work, learning from our past failure, we describe our approach, from the training of a transcription system to the design of collaborative transcription activities with Aboriginal participants. We first describe our speech recognition method based on syllable spotting. We then present the design of the app used that bridges the output of the syllable spotting system to the people, taking into account existing practices. We also explain our method to engage with participants to address their interests in terms of language work. Finally, we detail the application of the proposed transcription activities and discuss the success and flaws of this work.

2 Background

2.1 Decolonising practices

Research contributions around speech processing for low-resource languages have often followed the work of documentary linguistics, where some automation is added to support manual annotations (Adams et al., 2018; Godard et al., 2018; Foley et al., 2018). The 7000+ world languages are often mentioned and language technologies appear as a way to prevent their loss (Adda et al., 2016; Duong, 2017; Jimerson and Prud’honneaux, 2018). Special workshops like the Zero Resource challenge\footnote{https://www.zerospeech.com/} and the introduction of a surprise language have pushed in this direction allowing the creation of computational solutions that bypass the need of the speech communities of language experts. Recent studies have also shown that the languages (Schwartz, 2022) or the speech communities (Caselli et al., 2021) are rarely at the core of the argument in the ACL anthology’s publications.

Documentary linguistics is often the preliminary step of language description and analysis (Hanke, 2017). Documentation and description communicate with each other to allow western scholars to have a better comprehension of Indigenous languages. There are no clear benefits for the speech community, and extra work needs to be provided to share the benefits of a research project (Chelliah and De Reuse, 2010). The NHMRC Guidelines\footnote{https://www.nhmrc.gov.au/about-us/resources/ethical-conduct-research-aboriginal-and-torres-strait-islander-peoples-and-communities#block-views-block-file-attachments-content-block-1} for Ethical Conduct in research with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples and Communities set out principles of equity and reciprocity, where the outcome of the research should benefit both parties. Recent research practices, including documentary linguistics, started to fully commit to these standards by adopting a community-based approach (e.g. Rodríguez Louro and Collard, 2021; Ryder et al., 2021; Taylor et al., 2020). Community-based research has the community at its core and is meant to be conducted for and with the participation of community members (Rice, 2011).

2.2 Community-based projects

Community-based research around software design is a small but growing area. Projects have been based on research Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) or NLP from a language learning perspective. On the HCI side, research has contributed to responding to local issues by designing tools in collaboration with the community (Soro et al., 2017; Hardy et al., 2016; Leong et al., 2019). Cross-cultural collaboration is challenging. From this kind of project have also emerged engagement methods to facilitate the conversation with Indigenous communities about technology design (Zaman et al., 2016; Taylor et al., 2020). On the NLP side, the research contributions have been language-specific or bounded to a specific context. For instance, Pine et al. (2022) have described speech synthesis systems in several Indigenous Canadian languages responding to a call from the language learners. Projects that did not initially have a community-based component sometimes ended up serving community-based projects. Uí Dhonnchadh and Van Genabith (2006) for instance, created a POS tagger for gaellig Irish. The system has been then incorporated into an Irish learning game (Xu et al., 2022). In either case, the majority of the work done in this area is based on writing (e.g. Lane and Bird, 2019; Schwartz et al., 2019; Finn et al., 2022). The only speech-based projects are around speech synthesis (Harrigan et al., 2019; Pine et al., 2022). Speech recognition seems to be rarely involved in community-based projects.
2.3 Context

Our work is grounded in Bininj country in West Arnhem, Northern Territory in the Australian Top End. Bininj country is part of the Indigenous Protected Area of Arnhem Land where the land and sea are managed by Aboriginal groups. The main language of communication is Kunwinjku (ISO gup) which is spoken by approximately 2500 people (Marley, 2021). There is a standard orthography that has been introduced by linguists but it is not widely used by the members of the community.

The first and second authors have several years of experience with the Bininj community, have some expertise in Kunwinjku, the local language, and have both been adopted by Traditional owners of the land. In this case, adoption means the attribution of a skin name that connects an individual to the rest of the community (cf. Christie, 2008, p.35).

2.4 Learning from failure

This work is the continuation of Le Ferrand et al. (2022). We previously designed a spoken term detection prototype to detect whole words in untranscribed speech collections in Kunwinjku. We then used an app to bridge the output of our prototype to the people to allow local communities to verify the guesses of our system and therefore be part of transcription works. We faced many challenges that we tried to build on in this work.

This previous work focused on the collection of data to enhance the performance of the system. The design ended up being irrelevant and redundant for the participants. From here we realised the need for further discussion with the community to set up activities that are relevant to their agenda, interests and practices.

The app presented displayed only four buttons: one to play the query, one to play the utterance and two to give a feedback on whether the query has been spotted in the utterance or not. While testing the app, we realised how the audio files extracted from their contexts were confusing for the participants. Besides, the fact of validating system guesses in random utterances was disconnected from the idea of transcription which led most participants to overthink the task.

In projects around cross-cultural technology design, shallow information is provided about the extent of the collaboration and the challenges encountered. Yet, studies have described ways of knowing in Indigenous communities that differs from the western approach to knowledge (Descola, 2005; Foley, 2003). Such differences appear as the main reason behind the failed attempt of app design where the proposed task lose all meaning in Bininj context.

From our first failed attempt, the challenges were two-fold. We first needed to figure out a way to solve the comprehension issues we have faced. Then, we needed to improve the relevance of this work for Bininj participants. The key was to find out how to design transcription technologies based on existing practices. From the language learning sessions we had with some of our Aboriginal collaborators, we noticed, for instance, how they teach us breaking down words into syllables to decompose the pronunciation of a given item. This led us to think about replacing word spotting with syllable spotting, allowing participants to reproduce their word decomposition strategy to build up the transcription from the syllables spotted. From here, the focus needed to be given on incorporating this transcription strategy into an activity that matters to the people.

3 Transcription by syllables

3.1 Data

To build the system, we are using a corpus in Kunwinjku built from several sources. The training and validation sets consist of 35.45 min and 7.39 min respectively of spontaneous speech made of guided tours of Aboriginal towns and utterances for language description purposes. Two different sets are used for testing: one set of 19.43 min of spontaneous utterances and one set of 4.43 min of elicited words recorded in isolation.

To build our list of valid syllables, we used a word list built from the Bible in Kunwinjku. We then applied on each word syllable segmentation rules resulting in a set of 584 unique syllables with relative frequency values associated.

3.2 Experimental setup

Le Ferrand et al. (2021) introduced a method of spoken term detection for very low-resource languages based on phone recognition. Their method is based on Allosaurus (Li et al., 2020), a universal phone recognizer. We preferred this method in this work due to its flexibility in terms of query selection and its speed compared to Dynamic Time Warp-
We first trained the phone recognizer using our train set and generated confusion matrix from the validation and test sets. A confusion matrix consists of a phone transcription and the top k (we use k=5) most likely alternatives per phone with a likelihood score associated. To spot syllables, we expressed the syllables extracted from the bible as a finite state automaton after conversion from graphs to phones and explored every possible path in the phone matrix that corresponded to a valid transition in the lexicon. Ultimately we extracted the resulting syllables with the mean of the phones’ scores that are used as a likelihood measure to filter the syllables spotted based on a threshold $T$.

To increase the accuracy of the method of Le Ferrand et al. (2021) which only relies on the likelihood scores output by allosaurus, we used the frequency information in our syllable list to more precisely select our candidates. To do so, we average the likelihood score $L_s$ of a detected syllable with its unigram probability $P_s$ weighted with a constant $\alpha$ as:

$$L_s + \alpha P_s$$

We then optimised, on the validation set, $\alpha$ varying a range of values between 0 and 10 with a 0.1 step and a syllable detection threshold $T$ between 0 and 10 with a step at 0.01. We then spotted syllables on the test set with the parameters which provided the best F-score on validation. We also report results without the frequency where only the threshold $T$ is optimized on the validation set.

### 3.3 Experimental results

Our best results on the validation set have been obtained with $T = 0.39$ when unigram probability is added. For our baseline without unigram probability, the best threshold has been obtained with $T = 0.35$ We report the results in Table 1.

We can see here that the frequency information has an impact on the overall performances in both scenarios with an F-score nearly 4 points higher in the results with frequency. Better performances are obtained on the test set made of utterances. Two elements can explain it. First, the phone recognition model has been trained on similar data to the utterance test set which leads to better phone recognition performances. Then, the chance of a given syllable being pronounced several times is higher in longer utterances which means that it has higher chance to be spotted.

### 4 App design

#### 4.1 Prototype

We designed a simple interface to display the syllables from our spoken term detection systems to our participants (see Figure 1). Our goal here was not to design a final product but to present a simple interface that works well enough to see if the proposed syllable concatenation mechanism makes sense from a Bininj perspective. We bridged the output of the system to a transcription interface by creating one button per syllable spotted for a given audio recording. The buttons display the orthography of the syllables spotted. They play the corresponding pronunciation when clicked. There is one play button to play the audio to transcribe and one text area with an associated play button to look for syllables that have not been spotted. The user needs to use the keyboard to make guesses on missing syllables and needs to click on the play button to check the pronunciation of their guesses.

We organised a testing session with one participant in Gunbalanya: IG, a 25 year old local artist and tour guide. We spotted syllables in a 3.35min recording made of elicited speech of Bible stories. Because of the quality of the audio, most of the syllables were correctly spotted. We explained to IG that we wanted to write down Kunwinjku and we needed his help to spell the words.

IG rapidly understood the task and started point-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sets</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>F-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Words</td>
<td>41.71%</td>
<td>24.40%</td>
<td>30.79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utterances</td>
<td>47.21%</td>
<td>36.26%</td>
<td>41.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ unigram probability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words</td>
<td>43.08%</td>
<td>28.09%</td>
<td>34.23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utterances</td>
<td>46.56%</td>
<td>41.50%</td>
<td>43.88%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Experimental results (syllable spotting) on the two test sets
ing syllables on the screen while we were writing with pen and paper IG’s feedback. He clicked several times on the different syllables displayed and progressively gave feedback. When a syllable was not spotted, he could with some hesitancy, write with the keyboard syllables guesses in the text area.

The main observations made during the pilot study were IG’s quick comprehension of the task, his hesitancy while using the keyboard and his confidence while reporting the orthography. At the end of the activity, he told us that he was expecting the text area to produce a new syllable button he could use.

4.2 Design and features

The quick comprehension of IG showed the potential of the proposed transcription mechanism which made us pursue this direction. Based on the first trial, we designed a proper transcription interface based on syllable spotting (see Figure 2). The core of the interface was the same that our first trial: we have a play button on the top of the screen playing the target audio to transcribe. We have one button per detected syllable associated with a wav file containing their pronunciation. The syllables can be dragged and dropped to the black box at the bottom of the screen. The user can listen to the final concatenation of the syllables with the associated play button and validate the transcription created with a thumb up button.

We needed to find a way to allow the user to add undetected syllables manually. To do so, we initially added a side menu accessible through a plus button on the side of the screen. The menu consisted of a scrolling list that contained the 584 syllables. We added a text area at the top of the list that allowed the user to retrieve a syllable from its first letters (see Figure 3). Following the principle of the regular syllable button, the user could click on the syllable to hear the pronunciation and click on the associated plus button once their choice was made. The syllable was then added as a regular syllable button. To avoid the use of the keyboard, we changed this syllable search mechanism by removing the text area and by replacing the list of syllables with expandable sub-lists labelled with the first graph of the syllables it contains (see Figure 4). The user can then search for a syllable by expanding the lists and select a syllable by listening to it and clicking on the associated plus button. The app and databases were stored in a laptop accessed remotely by a tablet with wifi.

5 User testing

Due to Covid-19 restrictions, no trips to remote communities were possible. However, we have been able to work individually with Kunwinjku speakers in transit in Darwin at the university. We incorporated our syllable spotting based transcription task in a more global resource creation workflow. We could test it with two participants from Bininj country. In order to engage with the participants, we organised the testing phase in two sections. In the first one, we discussed and elicited knowledge about topics of interest based on previous conversations, in the second, we used the interface to transcribe the knowledge recorded. Therefore, besides the focus given to the design of the app and spoken term detection system, time of this...
project has been dedicated to the study of cultural elements to enable more efficient collaboration.

5.1 Activity description

Elicitation of knowledge


“I hear these children going about – they don’t have Kundebi. No. They just use people’s names. They don’t use Kundebi with each other, no.” (Etherington, 2006)

Language shift is not a new phenomenon. Language variation in Kunwinjku has been the subject of recent research (Marley, 2021) and has been one of the concerns raised by Bininj Elders. *Kundebi* specifically has been described as a language feature that the community is proud of and that is being progressively lost by the young generation (Garde, 2013; Etherington, 2006). It has also been mentioned in the same terms by some Elders during some of our fieldtrips. *Kundebi* refers to the way a speaker A refers to an individual C while talking to an addressee B. For example, a speaker A is talking to their elder sister’s child B about their elder sister C. A is usually referring to B using the term *djejde* “nephew” and to C using the term *yabok* “sister”. Listener B however usually refers to C using the term *morlah* “mother’s elder sister”. The *kundebi* term *berlunghkowarre* is then used to summarize these three relationships and could be translated as “my sister, your mother’s elder sister, you are my sister’s child” (Garde, 2013).

In order to respond to people’s priority in terms of language work, we have decided to first focus the activity on the creation of written resources around *Kundebi*. To do so, while working with a Kunwinjku speaker, we would talk about common acquaintances, identify the way we both would refer to them and then identify and record the corresponding *Kundebi* terms. We used an activity sheet (see Figure 5) to draw the relationships we wanted to elicit (for instance, E for first author, G for the participant and J for the person we are talking about). The recording is directly stored on our laptop. The speed of the pipeline, described in Section 3.2, also allowed us to directly spot the syllables in the audio. Some of our participants expressed the fact that they were not confident with

![Figure 5: activity sheet filled](image)

*Kundebi* and would feel more comfortable talking about *Kunbalak*. *Kunbalak* is a sub-language used for forbidden relationships to show respect. It is identical to regular Kunwinjku syntactically but would use different lexical items. For instance *Birriwam* “they went” becomes *birridokang* in *Kunbalak* (Manakgu, 1996). To elicit *Kunbalak* we would just ask for the conversion of regular Kunwinjku terms.

**Use of the app**

After recording a few terms with a speaker, we presented the transcription interface to them. The terms previously recorded and the syllables spotted have been automatically loaded into the app database. After showing the interface’s different features to the participants, we asked them to drag and drop the syllables to build the transcription of the previously recorded terms. After actively working around Kunwinjku and building expertise about the proper way to write the language through the years, we let the participants use their own expertise on what they think is the orthography without questioning their authority.

5.2 Fieldwork

We tested our pipeline with two participants. JB (30s) and GB (30s).

We could present our activity to JB on three different occasions. We could identify and record some *kundebi* terms during the first trial. The activity has then been interrupted by upset child. During this first trial, she briefly started to point syllables on the screen without properly using the app.
She told us afterwards that the kundebi terms we recorded should be double-checked by an Elder, and she would feel more confident talking about Kunbalak instead. During the second and third trials, we could easily identify and record some Kunbalak terms. While using the app, we faced minor technical difficulties with the manual syllable addition feature. However, JB could take control of the tablet to transcribe some of the terms recorded. One of the issues we faced was the playback of syllables that include a glottal stop which was hard to identify in syllables in isolation (the difference between ma and mah, for instance). The activity was trialled with the first version of the syllable search (see Figure 3). The keyboard generated by the text area would take most of the space on the screen. JB needed to ask for our support to know how to proceed. At the end of the second trial, while no instruction had been explicitly given, she started to drag and drop the syllables available on the screen to explore the different words that are possible with them. We asked about her thoughts about the activity, and she responded that she liked it and would like to get more confident in writing in Kunwok and download the app later.

We could test the activity with GB, the second participant. We first recorded a few Kundebi terms. We wrote on paper the relationship to elicit, which made him understand the activity was about constructing a word list. After recording a few terms, we gave GB the tablet and asked him to transcribe the words. For each term, he listened to the audio first and pressed the syllable displayed on the screen. He was able to add new syllables manually without too much difficulty. For one particular term: nayaw, we discussed rather the term should be written nayaw or nayawu. While listening for a given syllable, he sometimes asked for confirmation about what he heard (for instance, “Is this ka?”). We discussed his thought about the task at the end of the activity. He showed enthusiasm about the incremental construction of the transcription. During the activity, he rephrased the syllable concatenation process by “putting pieces of language together”.

No more participants were available for the time for this project. However, to sustain this work in the future, we deployed it in a laptop to be brought to the community by future scholars or language workers, as soon as COVID-19 restrictions are eased.

6 Discussion and Limitations

The design and testing of the activity have shown promising results among a few participants, which gave us a glance at the potential of syllable spotting for the design of language related activity for Aboriginal people.

Syllable Spotting: It has been shown in the literature that traditional ASR is hardly applicable to Aboriginal languages due to the lack of resources available to train robust systems. Sub-word detection has been seen as a way to avoid out-of-vocabulary (Szoke et al., 2008; Parlak and Saraclar, 2008; Van Heerden et al., 2017) and, in our case, to allow a denser transcription than word spotting specifically for a polysynthetic language like Kunwinjku. Adding information on frequency, not surprisingly, allowed us to boost our performance (F-score) from 40% to nearly 44% for the syllables displayed on the screen for a given utterance.

Enabling mutual comprehension: Our main objective, starting from our previous work, was to enable a better comprehension in our cross-cultural setting. Part of this process consisted of getting familiar with cultural components that have been raised by the community (namely, Kundebi and Kunbalak). This also consisted of finding methods to trigger a conversation about these topics. For the rest, strategies have been found to help the participants to understand our contribution is this work. For instance, the support of the activity sheet made clear that the ultimate goal of the activity was to build a word list. Then the syllable concatenation mechanism allowed the participants to leverage existing language patterns from the aural space into writing.

Aligning agendas: Asking the participants about traditional knowledge allowed them to di-
rectly use their expertise and navigate in familiar territory. Talking about Kundebi and Kunbalak gave a sense of clarity regarding our function in Aboriginal land because of the continuation between previous conversations and the current activity. Yet the extent of our contribution being seen as beneficial for Bininj people from a language preservation perspective is still unclear. Writing in language is not a traditional practice in this community. People are often literate in English but not in their language. We then needed to find a space where the orthography made sense (Lewis and Simons, 2016). Documents written in Kunwinjku exist in Bininj country through the ranger program, the schools or in facilities where exists an interaction between Bininj and westerners (art centres, clinics, etc.). While we thought that the proposed activity could enable the continuation of the creation of these resources by Aboriginal participants, the proposed app has probably mainly been seen as a way to enhance writing skills.

**App design:** There were two main challenges related to the design of the app. The first one was enabling syllable concatenation, prioritising information from the oral space. Then we needed to efficiently retrieve syllables that had not been spotted. The first challenge was easily solved by the syllable playback features possible with the progressive collection of syllables throughout this project. Then we designed a basic search mechanism. The first search mechanism to add new syllables relied on the keyboard, which we knew was problematic (cf. Section 4.1). We believe that the new design would lead to better efficiency, but it could not be properly tested.

**Activity flaws:** The lack of good quality data available in Kunwinjku did not allow us to build a robust speech synthesis system that would have been relevant to the interface. Instead, we recorded in isolation syllables which sometimes lacked clarity. While ultimately, some of the most common syllables have been recorded by a native speaker, many were still pronounced by the first author, whose pronunciation might not be accurate. For instance, in the pilot study, while writing the word djourra (IPA djura) “paper”, first author’s pronunciation of the syllable rra has not been accepted by IG and selected instead “da” which was closer to the pronunciation of the word according to him. The case of the glottal stop has also been mentioned as a challenge in the literature (Wigglesworth et al., 2021). The glottal stops included in some syllables were not clearly audible out of context, which made them hard to differentiate from similar syllables without glottal stops (ma and mah, for instance).

**Limitations:** There is a limited number of Kunwinjku speakers, and recruiting a large number of participants for such work was not easy. The current pandemic did not facilitate our work, and we know that it is hard to draw final conclusions with activities conducted with only three participants. Further research needs to be done, including proper testing in Bininj country to consolidate our observations. The activity setup was also grounded for JB and GB in an academic environment with access to facilities that we do not necessarily have access to in remote locations (access to the internet, workplaces etc...). Besides, we can ask ourselves about the sustainability of such a work grounded in an interaction between Aboriginal participants and scholars in a very controlled environment. To be sure that our methods can be used in the long term, we imagine setting up a remote server to enable remote access on tablets so that people can keep interacting with the app without outside intervention.

7 Conclusion

Generic speech recognition methods for under-resourced languages offer the potential to support small speech communities. Yet the translation of such methods into community-based projects is rare. We have presented a study on the creation and testing of a syllable spotting-based transcription interface to enable the creation of written resources by the members of an Aboriginal community in the Australian Top End. Based on the challenges encountered in previous work, we went from word spotting to syllable spotting to reach a denser transcription and enabled a transcription method closer to existing practices. With the help of collaborators, we designed a transcription interface that allowed the users to build the transcription of given audio using the syllable spotted by our system. We reported the testing of the app with three participants at different stages of development, including lessons learnt from their interaction with the transcription activity and the app design.

Research guidelines push scholars to decolonise their practices and to go towards self-determination. Yet the translation of guidelines to real-life applications is unclear, specifically in cross-cultural collaborations with different ways of knowing. This
work allowed us to highlight methodological paths that improved the engagement and comprehension of the participants. The activity sheet, for instance, made clear that the activity was about creating a wordlist which was not necessarily clear based on our explanation. Dividing the activity between an elicitation part and a transcription part allowed us to hook the interest of the participants with a task they were familiar with and allowed us to clarify the context of our work in contrast to the sparse transcription of random sentences explored previously (Le Ferrand et al., 2022). All participants frequently used the playback of the syllables in isolation and their concatenation, confirming its engaging aspect.

Documentary linguistics has often been undertaken by non-indigenous linguists where the collaboration with the community did not go further than the collection of spoken data (First Languages Australia, 2014). In this work, we initially wanted to counterbalance these practices by enabling community-based language documentation. Yet keeping a language strong does not need to be about language documentation, and Bininj people who took part in this work did not seem to buy into documentary linguistics practices. Instead, they seemed to see the interface as a literacy learning tool. Keeping language strong is seen as building capabilities instead of creating and storing language material. Community-based implies an active role of the community in the work we conducted, and following their view in terms of language work is then crucial. The cross-cultural challenges we encountered required extra work to enable a common ground we could build on. Now that comprehension issues are solved, that we have a better comprehension of people agenda and COVID-19 restrictions start to be eased, more iteration can happen to allow the community to take control of the design of the proposed tool to better fit their agenda and practices.
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